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Market Overview 
Yesterday, Hong Kong stocks rose for Alibaba-SW (9988 HK) and Tencent 
(700 HK) rallied after reports saying the US decided against banning US 
investments in these two companies. Alibaba and Tencent surged 5% and 
5.6%, respectively. The Hang Seng Index was up 261pts to 28,496pts. The 
turnover remained high level at HKD207.7b. Company-news: (1) Yidu Tech 
(2158 HK) closed at HKD58.25 at grey market, 1.2x higher than its IPO 
offer price of HKD26.30; (2) Man Wah (1999 HK) is going to place 150m 
shares at placing price of HKD15.85 to raise HKD2.37b; (3) CMB (3968 HK) 
released its 2020 preliminary results with revenue and net profit of 
RMB290.5b (+7.7% YoY) and RMB97.3b (+4.8% YoY); (4) Xiaomi-W (1810 
HK) is expected to have selling pressure today after U.S. has named 
Xiaomi to an investment blacklist. 

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China Auto 
More cooperation between firms will be seen in the future for the development of NEVs segment. On 13 
Jan, Geely (parentco of Geely Auto (175 HK) announced to partner with Foxconn (parentco of FIH (2038 
HK)) through building up a JV with each party holding a 50% stake. The JV (3 board members from 
Foxconn and 2 from Geely parent co.) will provide customized auto manufacturing and advisory services 
for global auto makers. It will produce original equipment such as whole vehicles; auto parts, intelligent 
drive systems, auto ecosystem platforms and etc., as well as provide a made-to-order assembly service. 
Both parties aimed at riding on their production specialty and supply chain expertise to assist new 
participants in NEV sector, to build up an innovative and high-efficiency manufacturing chain and business 
model. By end, Geely and Foxconn wish to accelerate the sector’s transition from traditional cars to 
NEVs. 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

JD Health (6618 HK) 
Digital health is crucial for China to improve efficiencies considering its strong healthcare needs. Recent 
government reimbursement initiatives should drive upstream telemedicine demand, while the low online 
penetration rate of drugstores offers significant opportunities downstream, amongst others. JD Health 
inherited the brand equity from the JD-SW (9618 HK). It is the largest online healthcare platform in China 
by revenue in 2019 supported by its closed relationship with JD Group sharing users, warehouses, 
logistics, apps and payment platforms. Market believes JD Health should be a key contributor and 
beneficiary as the China healthcare system gains digital capabilities while improving its modalities. 
 
Zhou Hei Ya Intl (1458 HK) 
Its management stated that the group's 4Q20 sales have improved to pre-covid levels, which were mainly 
driven by franchise business, e-commerce and new retail formats. In Oct 2020, blended store productivity 
was 90% of pre-covid levels, with transport hub stores 60-70% and non-transport hub stores 100%. The 
company saw similar trend in Nov and Dec. Store productivity has been higher in self-operated stores 
than franchise stores since Oct 2020, mainly due to higher exposure to transport hub stores. The store 
productivity is still impacted by regional outbreak of Covid in e.g. East China. Company aims to grow its 
store productivity back to 2019 levels (without impact of Covid) and continues to work on rental savings 
and store coverage optimization in 2021E. 
 



Wuxi Bio (2269 HK) 
Despite continued impact from Covid, market expects Wuxi’s business momentum to remain strong for 
2021E for several reasons: (1) Its management expects capacity for FY21 continue to be fully utilized. 
This is mainly driven by (1) Covid related programs such as neutralizing antibodies and vaccines; (2) Wuxi 
introduced “win-the-molecule” strategy to help the company aggressively secure late-stage CDMO/CMO 
contracts; and (3) the gradual recovery of the US businesses as vaccines become widely available to the 
general public. Also, its management expects the number of CMO contracts to increase significantly from 
previously c.1 to >10 in 2021E. Of which, about 4 projects are Covid related and the rest are non-Covid 
related.  
 
Weimob (2013 HK) 
Its leading position in the accelerating SaaS industry should benefit from accelerating merchant 
digitisation. With more merchants turning to WeChat's Mini Programs for cheaper "private domain" traffic, 
the company's growth outlook is more visible. Market forecasts the company to record c.40% SaaS sales 
CAGR driven by strong growth in net paying merchants and ARPU CAGR over 2020-23E and business 
expansion to more industry verticals. Market is positive on Weimob's plan to enhance synergies between 
targeted marketing and SaaS products, underpinned by stronger cooperation with Tencent (700 HK). 
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